Why DRaaS from Neuways?
As Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery specialists, we offer trust and a reliability
that your business will survive a disaster of any sort.

Disaster Recovery
as a Service from
Neuways
Our DRaaS process delivers a robust and efficient disaster
recovery strategy, bespoke to your business.
Stage 1: Full Data Management Analysis
We will conduct a full audit of your current data management processes and procedures to
determine the level of risk posed by any disaster.

Stage 2: Development and Implementation of the Disaster Recovery Strategy
Our experts will work with you to develop your Disaster Recovery Strategy to protect your
business.
Our Implementation Specialists will work with your existing IT function to implement your
disaster recovery plan in line with your business strategy.

Stage 3: Ongoing Management of your Disaster Recovery Plan
Your dedicated technical team will maintain your disaster recovery plan
on an ongoing basis.
This includes reviewing and maintaining the recovery process, and the associated data,
as well as updating your local BCDR appliance.

No Upfront Costs
With DRaaS from Neuways, there are no setup or upfront costs to pay. For a fixed
monthly charge over the period of your contract (1 or 3 year), you will have peace of
mind that your business data will be available in the event of a disaster, keeping your
business running as normal.
DRaas and your IT
DRaaS from Neuways works side by side with your internal IT function or managed
service provider, with Neuways able to restore the latest version of your data in the
event of a disaster without affecting other IT systems.
Business as Normal Within the Hour
Backups of your data are made every hour to minimise the loss of data in the event of
a disaster. But if the worst happens, our Business Continuity Experts will restore the
latest backed up version of your data in less than an hour, typically within 15 minutes.
Reporting with DRaaS
Our Disaster Recovery Specialists test your backed up data three times a day to ensure
two things; 1) all data is being backed up fully and successfully, and 2) that it can be
successfully recovered in the event of a disaster. We will also arrange quarterly reviews
of your Disaster Recovery Plan.

DRaaS in Action
Office fire? Neuways will recover your data from the cloud
and restore it to a device in your new location, wherever
this might be.

Server failure? Your local high-performance BCDR
appliance isn’t just used to back up your data – it can
also be used as your server until you are able to source a
replacement.

Ransomware attack? We will restore your data to the latest
version prior to the cyber attack, reducing the impact and
delivering uninterrupted access to your data.

